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n     Gold prices eased for a sixth straight session today, hovering near a one-
year low hit in the previous session, as the dollar traded close to a one-year
high.

n  Spot gold was down 0.3 percent at $1,218.72 an ounce. In the previous session,
it fell to its weakest since early July last year at $1,211.08 an ounce. U.S gold
futures were down 0.5 percent at $1,218.30 an ounce.

n     The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major
currencies, stood at 95.127. It dropped from a one-year high after U.S President
Donald Trump expressed concern about the currency's strength and the
Federal Reserve's interest rate increases.

n So nothing changed despite the flurry caused by the president's remarks and
so gold continues to labour under a stronger dollar, higher rates slated for the
balance of this year and next and general fund disenchantment with the long
side.

n Fed Chairman Jerome Powell in a two-day congressional testimony said he
believed the United States was on course for years more of steady growth
and reaffirmed expectations for more interest rate rises in the world's largest
economy.

n Demand for gold is expected to rise during the second half of 2018, as inflation
potentially rises and a global trade war may impact currencies, the World Gold
Council said yesterday.

n The financial leaders of the world's 20 biggest economies meet in Buenos
Aires this weekend for the first time since long-simmering trade tensions burst
into the open when China and the United States put tariffs on $34 billion of
each other's goods.

Gold markets have fallen again during the trading

session. The market has a major amount of support

near the $1200 level though, and it�s likely that a certain

amount of buying opportunities will present themselves

below. In the meantime though, it looks as if short-

term rallies will be selling opportunities, with the $1230

level looking particularly bearish. If it can break above

that level, then more sellers come in between the

$1240 level in the $1250 level. It suspect that it�s going

to be difficult to break above the $1250 level, as it is

a very negative area, but if it did then the market would

probably go looking towards the $1300 level, although

it give that about a 10% chance in the short term. It

will need to build a bit of a base at these lower levels

to turn things around. If it did break down below the

$1200 level, the market is likely to go much lower,

perhaps reaching towards the $1000 level after that.
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n Gold sank to a one-year low as the dollar powered

higher

n Gold is not being used as a safe haven right now
despite the ongoing trade war

n Gold is generally regarded as a safe and stable

store of value during times of global uncertainty

n The dollar held firm against its peers, supported

by bullish comments from Powell, which affirmed

expectations for more interest rate increases

n The U.S dollar has generated the strongest

headwind for commodities priced in the currency,

particularly gold
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n      Global benchmark Brent crude dipped today as concerns about mounting
supply returned after a brief rally earlier in the session on comments that Saudi
Arabia�s exports would fall in August.

n      Crude prices fell from session highs reached after Saudi Arabia�s OPEC

Governor Adeeb Al-Aama statement that the kingdom expects crude exports

to drop by roughly 100,000 bpd in August as it limits excess production.

n Brent oil fell 32 cents, to settle at $72.58 per barrel, previously reaching a
session high of $73.79. U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) was 70 cents
higher, or 1 percent, settling at $69.46. U.S crude prices had reached a session
high of $70.17 earlier in the session before paring gains.

n Crude prices pulled back from highs earlier in the session as investors cashed

in on profits. Prices, which had strengthened on news of Saudi Arabia�s planned

export cuts, fell as the market�s focus returned to potential oversupply as Saudi

Arabia, Russia and other major producers continue to lift output.

n Brent has fallen almost 9 percent from last week's highabove $79 on emerging
evidence of higher production from SaudiArabia and other members of the
OPEC, as well as Russia and the United States.

n A sharp jump in U.S crude oil inventories also added to thebearish tone in the
market. U.S crude stocks rose by 5.8million barrels last week, compared with
a forecast for adecline of 3.6 million barrels.

n Commodities, under pressure from a strong dollar and a new wave of trade

tensions that stoked fears of damage to economies and commodities, also

weighed on prices.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially felt again yesterday

but found enough support at the $60 level to turn

around and rally significantly. The markets are a bit

oversold as of late, so this bounce makes a significant

amount of sense. The market will eventually turn

around and start breaking down again though, but at

this point it would need to see some type of exhaustive

candle. Brent markets initially fell as well, but then rally

enough to test the previous uptrend line.The market

will probably find a bit of selling pressure in this general

vicinity, and it could turn around. However, if it break

above the $75.25 level, then Brent could rally

significantly. Pay attention to the US dollar, because

if it continues to strengthen that will also add a bit of

a drag on these markets as well. It suspect if it do

break out and go higher from here, it could continue

to rally for several days.

n Oil prices still set for a weekly drop on concerns

about oversupply and ongoing trade conflict

n There was some support for prices as Saudi

Arabia said that it would cut crude shipments

n Oil is on track for weekly losses of about 3% and

has declined nearly 8% this month as supply

concerns weighed on crude prices

n Markets are now nervous, not only about a trade

war, but also a currency war

n Lower oil demand in the US and China caused

by an economic slowdown from their trade war

would likely weigh heavily on oil markets
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n     Silver has fallen sharply in US dollar�s slipstream. From a high of around $17.30
in June, the precious metal has fallen to a low so far of $15.20. The $2.10 slide
might not sound much in nominal terms but represents a sizeable 12.1% decline
in percentage terms.

n Silver futures fell in Asian trade to near one-year lows, while the dollar index
slipped form July 14, 2017 highs for another session, amid a lack of data from
the US today, and after President Donald Trump criticized interest rate hikes
and the stronger dollar.

n Silver futures due on September 15 shed 0.37% to $15.35 an ounce from the
opening of $15.41, while the dollar index fell 0.14% to 95.03 from the opening
of 95.16.

n The main concern is the US dollar, which has been on the rise for several
months now on expectations that the Federal Reserve will hike rates two more
times in 2018. Jerome Powell, the Fed Chairman, more or less confirmed this
at his testimony by delivering some hawkish remarks on the economy.

n Silver have also fallen in euro, pound and even franc terms. This is because
investors are still finding value in the equity markets. While there are no
signif icant early chart clues si lver prices are near bottoms.

n      President Donald Trump criticized the Federal Reserve in an interview with
CNBC, saying he's "not thrilled" with rate hike decisions that lead to a stronger
dollar, while China's yuan falls like a rock.

n In his two-day testimony before the two chambers of Congress, Fed Chair
Jerome Powell pointed to strong economic growth this year with continued
improvement in the labor market and inflation rates, while cautioning from
short-term consequences to trade protectionism.

Silver markets fell during the trading session yesterday,

reaching down towards the $15.20 level. The level

has caused a bit of a bounce, and it looks very likely

that it may get a bit of a relief rally from here. Depending

on your timeframe, silver is either cheap or scary to

hold onto. The marketplace will continue to find plenty

of support below at the $15 level, and it is essentially

in a big huge �zone� of the buying interest, and therefore

a longer-term investor, this is an excellent place to

start buying. However, it would look at the $15.50 level

above as significant resistance. If it was to turn around

and clear the $15.60 level, then obviously it has seen

a significant amount of buying pressure. The US dollar

has rallied yet again, as major currencies have fallen

apart. However, it could cause turnarounds, and the

silver and other precious metals markets are going to

be very noisy right now.

n Silver prices remain modestly lower, the markets
have made a very good rebound from the daily
lows

n The U.S dollar gaining strength pressuring silver
to lower pricing

n A resurgent U.S dollar index this week, which hit
a 12-month high today, continues to pressure the

precious metal markets

n September Comex silver was down $0.179 at
$15.395 an ounce

n silver prices were down about 2.5 percent for the
week so far
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